
I am a California resident and the owner of a California small business, HIT Mobile, Inc., which 

formerly owned and operated 83 wireless stores as a franchisee1 of T-Mobile. I am a proud member 

of the Latino community and a Latino business owner. My company, HIT Mobile, is one of many 

former T-Mobile franchisees to file complaints against T-Mobile for tricking us into unfavorable 

contracts and then misapplying them to close our stores, take money from us, and force us out of 

business.2 (See Appendix pp. 10 – 37). Most of those cases will proceed behind closed doors in 

arbitrations at T-Mobile’s insistence and as part of its efforts to avoid public scrutiny for its 

misconduct. I am writing the CPUC because T-Mobile’s wrongs go even further.  It perpetrated a 

scheme to deceive this body and induce approval of the merger with Sprint. It then reneged on its 

representations and caused harm to California customers, employees, and businesses. I ask this 

body to conduct an investigation and to take such further action as may be necessary to address T-

Mobile’s wrongdoing.   

The 2019 Dealer Letter to the CPUC, Which T-Mobile Drafted 

In March 2019, T-Mobile required nine of its California franchisees (the “dealer signatories”) to 

sign and submit a letter to the CPUC supporting the merger. T-Mobile drafted the letter, and T-

Mobile controlled the content of the letter. (See Appendix pp. 1 – 9). When I signed the letter, I 

had my doubts, but hoped that T-Mobile would not require us to sign a letter suggesting the 

company’s course of positive action and good character if it intended to act otherwise. I was wrong. 

T-Mobile forced us to sign a letter with numerous statements that, unbeknownst to us, would prove 

to be completely untrue. 

 
1 The contracts that T-Mobile forced dealers to sign included a provision, titled “No Franchise 

Relationship,” indicating that dealers were not franchisees.  In my opinion, T-Mobile’s provision was not accurate. 

2 Northstar Integrated Wireless Distributors, Inc. v. T-Mobile USA, Inc. d/b/a T-Mobile, And Sprint 

Solutions, Inc. N/d/b/a T-Mobile, No. 3:22-CV-2337 (N.D. Cal. 2022); Wireless World LLC d/b/a Experts Choice v. 

T-Mobile USA, Inc. d/b/a T-Mobile, And Sprint Solutions, Inc. n/d/b/a T-Mobile (JAMS Arbitration Case No. 

1160024599); Absolute Wireless Of Tennessee, LLC, v. T-Mobile USA, Inc. d/b/a T-Mobile, And Sprint Solutions, 

Inc. n/d/b/a T-Mobile, No. 3:22-CV-00069 (M.D. Tenn. 2021) (Referred To JAMS Arbitration Case No. 

5160000113); Brightstar Wireless, Inc. v. T-Mobile USA, Inc. d/b/a T-Mobile, And Sprint Solutions, Inc. N/d/b/a T-

Mobile, No. 22-2-01665-5 Sea (Wash. Supt. Ct. Feb. 1 2022) (Referred To JAMS Arbitration Case No. 5160000109); 

C&C Communications, LLC v. T-Mobile USA, Inc. d/b/a T-Mobile, And Sprint Solutions, Inc. N/d/b/a T-Mobile 

(Referred To JAMS Arbitration Case No. 5160000110); PG Wireless, Inc. v. T-Mobile USA, Inc. d/b/a T-Mobile, 

And Sprint Solutions, Inc. N/d/b/a T-Mobile, No. 1:22-Cv—00593-Lmm (N.D. Ga. 2022) (Referred To JAMS 

Arbitration Case No. 5440000137); Maycom LLC, v. T-Mobile USA, Inc. d/b/a T-Mobile, And Sprint Solutions, Inc. 

N/d/b/a T-Mobile, No. 6:22-CV-150-Rbd-Lrh  (M.D. Fla. 2022) (Referred To JAMS Arbitration Case No. 

5460000093); Preferred Wireless, LLC, v. T-Mobile USA, Inc. d/b/a T-Mobile, And Sprint Solutions, Inc. N/d/b/a T-

Mobile, No. 2:22-CV-00978 (S.D. Ohio 2022) (Referred To JAMS Arbitration Case No. 5160000123); Solutions 

Center, LLC, v. T-Mobile USA, Inc. d/b/a T-Mobile, And Sprint Solutions, Inc. N/d/b/a T-Mobile, No. 3:22-CV-

00235 (D. Conn. 2022); Touch Tel Communication, Inc. v. T-Mobile USA, Inc. d/b/a T-Mobile, And Sprint Solutions, 

Inc. N/d/b/a T-Mobile, No. 177cl22001043-00 (Va. Cir. Ct. Apr. 13, 2022); Universal Wireless, Inc., Et Al., v. T-

Mobile USA, Inc. d/b/a T-Mobile, And Sprint Solutions, Inc. n/d/b/a T-Mobile, No. 1:22-CV-00207-HYJ-RSK (W.D. 

Mich. 2022) (Referred To JAMS Arbitration Case No. 5345000032); Wireless Express, LLC v. T-Mobile USA, Inc. 

d/b/a T-Mobile, And Sprint Solutions, Inc. n/d/b/a T-Mobile, No. 2:22-CV-00378 (D.S.C. 2022) (Referred To JAMS 

Arbitration Case No. 5160000124). 



T-Mobile Coerced Dealers to Send the Letter 

I want to clarify that “forced” is not too strong a word. I was concerned that the merger would hurt 

HIT Mobile, but T-Mobile made a veiled threat to me: T-Mobile’s Director of Dealers told me that 

if I sent the letter, he would make sure that the local Vice President Sam Sindha and the National 

Vice President of Dealers, Mike Sentowski, would know what I did, and it would put me in a good 

light with them. Likewise, in a call T-Mobile characterized as “classified,” its representatives made 

it clear that HIT Mobile would “look good” in T-Mobile’s eyes if it made a statement to the CPUC 

about how good the Sprint-T-Mobile deal was. The context, however, was clear: T-Mobile meant 

that it would be bad for us if we did not carry its water.   

Most people probably do not appreciate the practically unlimited power that T-Mobile has over its 

franchisees. T-Mobile interprets its contracts (incorrectly) to allow it to close stores and cut 

compensation at will. Significant cuts can prevent a company from meeting its payroll, rent, and 

debt service. T-Mobile claims the right to impose “chargebacks” if it disputes a commission or for 

returned phones and accessories, and it generally denies any legitimate opportunity for a franchisee 

to challenge these assessments. Dealers cannot really challenge anything T-Mobile does because 

it has a reputation for retaliating, and on a whim, it claims it can shutter a franchise or cause it to 

fail. Because of T-Mobile’s harsh non-compete and guaranty provisions, a franchisee cannot exit 

without drastic consequences. Through T-Mobile’s dealer-sales approval process, T-Mobile 

controls the dealers who can buy a franchisee’s assets and the prices they will pay. Accordingly, 

when T-Mobile approached me, I had no choice other than to do what it wanted. I could either 

support the merger or go out of business. Through its coercion, T-Mobile forced me to advance a 

narrative to the Commission that I now know, with benefit of hindsight, T-Mobile intended to 

disregard. 

T-Mobile’s Actions Contravene the Representations It Drafted In The Letter 

T-Mobile’s post-merger conduct demonstrates that it never intended to honor the representations 

it forced us to make on its behalf. A non-exhaustive listing of examples of how T-Mobile has and 

continues to mislead the Commission is described below.   

1. T-Mobile used the signatory dealers’ forced assurances to conceal its plans to eliminate 

them. 

T-Mobile required us to write that: “We . . . see even more growth following T-Mobile’s planned 

merger with Sprint. New T-Mobile’s planned nationwide 5G deployment, which would have the 

company offering speeds of over 100 Mbps to 90 percent of the U.S. population by 2024, will 

allow us to open more stores and create more jobs in even more locations.” (Appendix p. 6). T-

Mobile withheld from those dealers and the Commission that it intended to slash those dealers’ 

stores and cut their compensation, ultimately forcing them to sell to T-Mobile-preferred dealers at 

sales prices T-Mobile acted to depress. Only three of the nine dealers that T-Mobile required to 

sign the letter remain in business, as is noted in the strikethrough text below designating the dealers 

who T-Mobile drove out:   

• American Telecommunications, Inc.;  

• Exclusive Wireless, Inc.;  

• HIT Mobile, Inc.; 



• MobileOne, LLC;  

• Portables Unlimited Inc.; (had to merge with other dealer to survive – now is known as 

Portables Choice Group) 

• Quality Distributors, LLC;  

• Ritmo Latino Wireless, LLC;  

• Skye Wireless, LLC; and  

• Wireless Innovation Network Group, Inc.    

T-Mobile must have known its intent to reduce the number of dealers dramatically. Once it had 

obtained the merger, it forced legacy T-Mobile dealers (including HIT Mobile) to sign new, less 

favorable contracts because we would be purchasing former Sprint dealers. According to T-

Mobile, we would thereby make more money in the next six months under the new contract than 

we did in the previous twelve months under the old contract, but it would not allow us to make 

such acquisitions if we did not sign the new contract. 

2. T-Mobile used the dealer letter to tout diversity, but T-Mobile failed to live up to its 

diversity commitments. 

T-Mobile forced us to argue that the merger would promote diversity by emphasizing in its letter 

that signatories had “diverse backgrounds[,] serve[d] different communities[,] [a]nd . . . specialized 

in serving different segments of the wireless market,” which included some dealers “focus[ing] on 

underserved Hispanic areas,” “staff[ing] . . . locations with bilingual members of the local 

community,” and “serv[ing] diverse Asian American populations in urban markets within 

Southern California.” The CPUC found that, in connection with the merger, T-Mobile would 

promote diversity. But it hasn’t.   

When it forced HIT Mobile to sell its business, T-Mobile effectively closed the only Latino 

wireless dealer in Southern California, and a dealer that prided itself on employing minorities and 

persons of color.  HIT Mobile’s workforce was 90% diverse, with 50% women in management 

positions. T-Mobile’s abusive practices towards dealers have affected other minority-owned 

dealers operating in California and have had a similar impact on minority jobs throughout the state. 

I am not aware of T-Mobile extending its dealership network to black-owned businesses. I estimate 

that California lost many more minority-held dealer jobs due to the merger. 

T-Mobile appears not to recognize the importance of minority representation in its dealer network. 

When a massive company like T-Mobile profits from minority communities, it should allow those 

communities to have the same business opportunities as anyone else it works with. It should enable 

those communities to have representation (in ownership and employees) in the stores where they 

spend their hard-earned dollars. Unfortunately, T-Mobile, a company with very little diversity on 

its executive team, has done the opposite. 

3. T-Mobile used the dealer letter to forecast “collaboration” between T-Mobile and its 

dealer franchisees, but it has devastated small business dealers. 

T-Mobile further required us to write that “Our success in the market is proof positive that small 

businesses can thrive alongside large enterprises when both parties are committed to growing 

market share through meaningful collaboration, as we know T-Mobile is.” In other words, T-



Mobile required that we vouch for its intent to avoid or mitigate the anti-competitive effects of the 

merger by maintaining the existing dealer network of small businesses. However, T-Mobile’s post-

merger conduct establishes that it never intended to collaborate with small business dealer 

franchisees. It instead intended to drive them out of business. In California alone, T-Mobile 

engaged in sharp, anti-competitive business practices that forced at least ten significant dealers out 

of the marketplace and likely many others. T-Mobile then took our customers and the dollars 

generated by our hard-earned investments for itself to the detriment of Californians.   

For T-Mobile, a store may just be a number on a spreadsheet, but it means much more to its local 

community and to the dealer who opened it. That community includes the customers who visit the 

store to obtain communications services that have become increasingly important to connect with 

others, the landlord who receives rent from the store, the other businesses in local shopping centers 

that benefit from the increased traffic, and the store’s employees. In addition, each store represents 

the special effort and expenditure of a dealer who found a location and a community to serve, and 

who often took on debt to do so. When T-Mobile went back on its promises to support “meaningful 

collaboration” with small business dealers, it did more than harm the dealers. It also caused 

damaging ripple effects of reduced choices for consumers, lease vacancies, unemployment, and 

lost revenue.  

4. T-Mobile used the letter to avoid commission scrutiny regarding the power T-Mobile had 

over its dealers, which T-Mobile later abused for its anti-competitive advantage.   

T-Mobile required the dealer signatories to write that we were “independent wireless retailers” 

who “ma[d]e our own judgements about where to locate and who to hire” and “which company’s 

products to sell.” In fact, T-Mobile’s contracts with its dealers: 

• required T-Mobile’s permission to open new locations; 

• included a provision that allowed T-Mobile to close “a location” for convenience, which 

T-Mobile improperly interpreted to allow it to make “rounds” of closures store closures; 

and 

• prescribed the nature, type, and prices at which we could sell inventory, such as phones 

and accessories, and T-Mobile charged us for that inventory.    

 

These were among the many provisions that T-Mobile used to shut down dealers: 

• The nine dealers that signed T-Mobile’s CPUC letter were each “growth” dealers, but they 

opened very few -- if any -- new locations. Instead, the only “growth” involved buying 

other dealers, particularly Sprint dealers that would not or did not make it under the  

T-Mobile system.   

• For the dealer signatories, locations shrank dramatically.  

• T-Mobile shuttered 23 out of 83 HIT Mobile locations (nearly 30% of its store count which 

accounted for nearly 60% of its net income which shows T-Mobile was targeting the 

dealers top generating stores), and, I estimate, made similar cuts to the disadvantage of the 

dealers which signed T-Mobile’s letter. 



5. T-Mobile falsely projected growth in the letter when it knew it would not let the signatory 

dealers or dealers more generally grow.   

T-Mobile’s dealer letter represented that “[a] new network requires a significant investment in the 

State and creates countless direct and indirect jobs,” and that staffing increases at Ritmo were a 

“planned expansion [that] represents just a small example of the exponential growth that is to 

come.” T-Mobile’s post-merger conduct demonstrates it did not care if the information it asked us 

to provide to the CPUC was truthful, as T-Mobile acted entirely inconsistently with the pro-jobs 

representations it forced us to make. When it slashed stores, T-Mobile impaired the livelihoods 

and income of, at a minimum, hundreds of Californians.  

Overall, a central facet of T-Mobile’s merger-approval strategy involved misleading regulators, 

including the CPUC, by concealing its intent to conduct a dealer purge that would offset the 

supposed advantages of the merger. For example: 

 

• T-Mobile publicly represented that the merger would be a job creator. T-Mobile may have 

added corporate jobs, but its attack on dealers like HIT Mobile has resulted in an overall 

net loss of employment nationwide and in California; 

• While touting store growth, T-Mobile concealed that it would add mainly corporate stores 

while dramatically cutting dealer store counts, such that there would be an overall loss of 

hundreds or thousands of stores;  

• T-Mobile concealed that it would repeatedly cut dealer compensation, which would have 

the additional anti-competitive effect of reducing the number of small business dealers that 

could remain viable. 

   

6. T-Mobile prevented the CPUC from understanding the social and economic costs 

associated with that network.   

Was T-Mobile’s touted 5G network benefits worth the social and economic cost that T-Mobile 

forced society to pay to get it? Would the CPUC have gone along with it had T-Mobile been honest 

that it would purge small-business dealers from its distribution network, disadvantage minority-

owned businesses and minority employees and customers, cut jobs, and cut the overall number of 

stores? At a minimum, T-Mobile should have been honest about its intentions so the CPUC and 

other regulators could weigh those costs against any benefits.   

7. T-Mobile’s misconduct is ongoing. 

In December of 2021, HIT Mobile became one of the casualties of T-Mobile’s misconduct. The 

only reward for HIT Mobile’s forced loyalty was that its demise occurred later in the dealer purge. 

By then, T-Mobile had applied economic pressure, reduced compensation, and store closures to 

force us to sell to one of its preferred dealers. HIT Mobile’s civil complaint outlines T-Mobile’s 

pattern of abusive misconduct against HIT Mobile. (Appendix pp. 10 – 37). At the time I filed my 

complaint, I was requesting that T-Mobile pay HIT Mobile sums that are clearly due to it and for 

which T-Mobile has unjustifiedly withheld. With respect to at least some of the money due to HIT 

Mobile, T-Mobile has refused to communicate with me further because of the pending litigation. 

It appears T-Mobile is possibly retaliating against me for opposing its unlawful conduct.  



Conclusion and Request for Relief 

 

Given T-Mobile’s size and power, and the harsh and retaliatory tactics against dealers that it has 

used to acquire and hold onto that power, it will be difficult for dealer lawsuits alone to hold T-

Mobile accountable. Further, we lack the enforcement authority of governmental agencies to 

address the wrongs T-Mobile has perpetrated against the general public. Accordingly, I have 

written this letter to you because we and the public more generally need your help.  

I ask that the CPUC investigate T-Mobile’s misconduct, issue a show-cause order, and take 

appropriate enforcement actions to remediate or correct the wrongs caused by T-Mobile in acting 

differently than it led the CPUC to think it would.  


